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Hatonn present
May we be given
Truth that we
brethren into the
from it.

and in service.
into the Light of
only lead our
Light and never

As our mission picks up momentum it will be ever increasingly
for Dharma to “see” everything
that must be handled. This means
that others must begin to respond
to instructions. This is not to infer
that ones do not--it is to give appreciation to those of you who
ARE hearing and answering.
We are receiving an average of
several pounds of paperwork per
day and, as with this week thus
far, meetings with builders, etc.,
have consumed 100% of our time
so there has been no writing in the
past several days--nor has there
been ability to cover received material. Please bear with us for we
are moving diligently into the
boiling pot and changes are and
will be, coming down in rapid-fire
order. Bear with us and yet, rejoice and be well pleased for our
mission is under way. Within a
short while the PLEIADES CONNECTIONS will be available in
full and our attention can shift to
more current “daily” expression
and actions.
As we change the printing format
of the
to allow for a different type of printing and more
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space, so shall we be changing a
bit, the structure.
It is imperative that there always
be adequate “Earth” confirmation
of those things of which we outlay-sufftciently so that if you feel you
cannot afford to subscribe to several papers, you will have some
manner to have back-up for presentations in a human manner of
input.
You will findr that some of the
back-up information was actually
penned long ago and far away by
ones given into the seeing and truth
of that which was happening--and
much you will find we have already covered in great detail. Do
not be “bored” when this comes to
your attention--again, rejoice, for
you are on the leading edge of
KNOWLEDGE.
Primarily, however, you MUST
have spiritual input upon which to
build your strength so we shall ask
that the Christ-come-again, will
give at least one message in each
printing--through Druthea, in that
ones do not become “turned off’ in
the thought that Dharma simply
conjures all. YOU will not recognize any difference were we not
telling you of same for Dharma
continually
receives
from the
Christ but we will effort to release
various informations through several ones--to allow you to realize it
is the Master and not the student
who authors. Druthea has heavy
input of duties elsewhere and in
.
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other forms so that it will be a
while before Sananda’s writings
through that source will be compiled-we must also protect these
scribes. The plan is well laid and
you have much material to cover
before you become bored and saturated with that which should be
gleaned from the writings available. The sequence of presentation
of material has been carefully laid
forth so that understanding can be
gained in the most appropriate
manner possible.
Now, we will turn again unto the
“world” for no matter how painful
the Truth may be, it must be considered and confronted for exactly
that which it is. I am grateful for
input from ones who are willing to
share for ultimately that is all there
is--the giving and regiving.
EVIL LURKS BEHIND
“NEW WORLD ORDER”
Thank you for sharing this tid-bit
from a newspaper in Utah in early
September--it came as a letter to
the paper but it is so well done that
we shall cover it herein. Valerie
Guymon, Sandy, Ut. :

”

#lO
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Nothing is as it seems.
In this
very location there has been a relentless attack upon my people
through the electrical, electronic
and physical blasting systems.
There has been a replicated being
sent in to confound and confuse
and allow focus within the shield.
I believe that the point has been
made to the adversary that we are
neither fooled nor foolish.
The
person came in under false pretense and false labeling--with an
Irish name attached to a Khazarian
personage.
Actually the original
was of Hebrew lineage whose
family changed names to protect
the innocent.
Can you of the
“chosen” of the Godly tribes not
rise up and stand for your heritage
which has been stolen from you?
RELEASE

“,

OF HOSTAGES

By the way, for you who can’t figure out just how it is decided who
and when (date and hour) another
hostage is released, let me give you
some unpleasant news: As
hostages are then one by one released, or held--depending
on
amount and problems involved. It
is no different than the Iran situation--you are still buying the
hostages back--with ARMS. Not
one iota has changed--NOT EVEN
THE PLAYERS INVOLVED!

and
V .G.
For you who have gone back to
sleep against the events promised-wake up again. You are far from
out of the woods in any circumstance. The end of your fiscal year
is Monday. What will your government do about the budget? It is
important, that which they do!
Bush has at least four avenues
through which to seize your banks,
through
them
close
and
“Emergency” bring your nation to
a dead halt--especially
“dead”.

Ah, such compassion we have for
these precious ones sacrificed to
gain the evil ends of the Elite for
they have destroyed a man of purpose and gifts unto his fellow-man.
I do believe, however, that many
points have been made this week
regarding the safety and security of
MY people. Hold tightly to your
God and you will be safely borne
home, chelas, when the sequence is
appropriate.
Do not weaken nor
faint when your enemy presents for
he can only present through that
which is physical and already
When conweakened in spirit.
fronted by God the evil energy
backs off and, as you witnessed,
leaves the entity ernpty of capabil0;‘>
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ity to clearly function.
God has
great mercy upon ones so badly
“Used” and the debt of penalty
against the perpetrators
grows
magnificently
heavy
and un- ~
escapable at the time of reaping
those harvests of pain and destruction.
GOLD IN THEM THAR
HILLS
What of gold? The hand is not
necessarily quicker than the eye so
watch closely. “Why do we think
gold will double in price or
greater?” Because good old South
African Politics is at work under
the British crown. Mandela, who
is a common criminal and was
NOT a political prisoner, is expected to soon be raised to high
power. There is a river of gold
awaiting in Africa--literally.
It is
intended that Mandela be put in a
higher position, the price of gold
raised to at least $80010~ and then
later as all seems wondrous and
beauteous--wham, they intend to
dump the price.
So stay tuned,
and you will be finding it profitable--IF they don’t outdo their
own planning. The ultimate intent
is to push gold to somewhere
around $5OOO/oz. That may be a
bit harder to “pull off”--however,
drug-bought gold is bargained on
the market at over $37O/gz, so you
can know the banks will push it
back beyond that level for they will
wish to make a whopping margin
of money on the transactions, of
which thousands of tons are now
moving from places such as the
Philippines TO London--NOW.
WHAT IS HAPPENING
IN THE SOVIET UNION
I am going to ask that the next
portion be basically “reprinted”
from Donald’ S. McAlvany’s writings but I cannot “quote” because I
fully intend to comment.
I have
covered this subject in almost
identical words but you need to see
it again in a little different perI honor this writer alspective.
#lO

though there are a few points of his
writings with which I do not agree
and yet do not bear greatly on the
subject at hand excepting in longterm misperceptions which will get
you “out there” somewhere. Each
of you who read the
will find such discrepancy
in these writings that I felt it necessary to give this explanation.
There are some writers who have
so nearly accessed truth that I do
recommend that you avail yourselves of their work if possible and
you will note these great men always share openly all truth for all
ones--any way that the word can be
spread--I humbly respect these
great truthbringers for through
them as leaders shall your nation
be spared.
The following is “an intelligence
analysis and situation report”
through the perception of Donald
McA. and therefore is “opinion” so
do not toss pebbles if he misses a
base or two and you now find you
have “facts” “after the fact” for
these perceptions are made early
on and few could give such accomplished input. I believe you will
remember that Dr. John C. does
give valid information and we ask
him for input constantly. He will
be a regular contributor to these
printings and we are honored to
have him share our forum.
SUBJECT:
Events in the Soviet Union have
been moving at a blinding speed
(i.e., the “acceleration factor”).
The world has recently been subjected to more information (in the
opinion of this writer [D.McA.]-mostly
d&information)
about
events in the Soviet Empire than
ever before. Confusion over what
is really happening reigns supreme
even among knowledgeable conservatives, Sovietologists, and lifelong
anti-communist
freedom
fighters. This confusion is by design of the Soviet scriptwriters.

This report will offer a contrarian
analysis of recent events in the Soviet Union--an analysis which is in
almost total conflict with what
Americans are hearing on the television, reading in the papers,
hearing from US and Soviet leaders, and which they believe they
are seeing with their own eyes.
This writer encourages the reader
to keep an open mind while reading this report, to re-read it several
times, and to remember past Soviet
deceptions where they have said
one thing and done the opposite.
Remember, chelas, this is the time
of chaos in which the adversary is
masterfully doing the “opposite” of
that which is Truth--IN EVERY
INSTANCE.
IT IS THE MOST
OBVIOUS
MARK OF THE
BEAST OF DECEIT.
IF THE REPORT MAKES SENSE
TO YOU AND YOU AGREE
GENERALLY WITH THE ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS,
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO
COPY AND DISTRIBUTE IT AS
WIDELY AS POSSIBLE--ESPECIALLY TO PEOPLE IN THE
MILITARY,
THE
INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY, NATO,
TO OTHER PUBLICATIONS,
AND TO POLITICIANS WHO
CAN
THINK
FOR
THEMSELVES (THAT ELIMINATES
MOST OF THEM). And for this
gesture of greatness,
we acknowledge Donald S. McAlvany.
(P.O. Box 84904 Phoenix, Arizona
8507 1)
Warning: Most people who read
this will disagree with it--some violently. This writer (and so too,
Hatonn) expects to be called “a
paranoid nut left over from the
Cold War”. Well, Hatonn is called
far worse, so be it. Some of the
readers who read this will go into
permanent brainlock because it is
so totally contrary to everything
you have been told for the past six
years or more, by your Establishment. You who are readers of our
work already KNOW these things
in detail and in reasoning which
1
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has brought you to this point and it
is for you that we write again and
hope to open a few more eyelids.
Even “debate” is better than the
lethargic response of nothingness
and denial of the masses of your
citizenry.
This beast intends to
CONSUME THE ENTIRE OF
THE WORLD.
!NTRODUCTION
Rudyard
Kipling
once
wrote
shortly after a clever deception
czar
campaign
by
Russia’s
Nicholas II in 1898, an allegory
entitled The Bear That Walks Like
a Man. Kipling wrote about a man
who was maimed and blinded when
a bear he hunted stood up, as if in
supplication,
and the hunter,
withheld his fire, only to have his
face ripped away by the
As Kipling wrote:

”

You live in the time of the Truce
of the Bear. You are told that
communism is dead, the Cold War
is over, the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union has been terminated along with the dreaded KGB.
You are told that the Soviet Empire has collapsed, and that in its
place freedom, democracy, unity
and the free markets are blooming
like a thousand flowers. You are
told that peace has arrived and the
common interests of East ,and West
can be integrated and merged--first
in Europe and then around the
world via the New World Order.
There is much wrong with this
scenario.
Evil such as Soviet
communism simply does not go
away as rapidly as the Evil Empire
would seem to be evaporating, es#lO

pecially not when that Evil Empire
controls the largest military machine in the history of the world.
In the late 1930s you were told that
peace had

1938
The Soviets are masters at deception, champion chess players
who can make you believe that
which is, is not; and that which is
not--IS. An excellent rule in understanding the Soviets is to alwavs assume that reality is the ODposite of what
see. We often
call this phenomenon, “The Law of
the Bureaucracy”. You are NOW
EXPERIENCING
THE SIXTH
PERIOD
OF
GLASNOST/PERESTROIKA
SINCE 192 l-with each of the five prior glasnosts as well as this one promising
that the communists were really
changing, turning to democracy,
multi-party systems, free elections,
etc. Each of the first five times
you were deceived, but before you
awakened and again saw the hate
and cunning of the Soviet Bear,
you had made major concessions,
given major aid, or made major
arms cuts.
The present
period
of glasnost/perestroika
is a well orchestrated script (the grandest of
them all) written in 1981 by the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union-including Mikhail Gorbachev (Uri
Andropov’s protege). The goals of
this glasnost/perestroika
were to
reorganize and restructure the Soviet
Empire
while
declaring
communism
dead;
to seduce
America and Europe into dismantling NATO and massively disarm
as the “threat of communism
fades”; to pump hundreds of billions in Western aid into the
“newly democratic” USSR, and ul-

timately to merge Western Europe,
Eastern Europe, and the New Soviet Union into one “common European home”.
In the newest perestroika, the
overall strategy of the Soviet
Union has moved from confrontation and division of the world into
separate camps, to cooperation,
unification, amalgamation, and absorption. The “new thinking” says
we must forget our ideological
differences, the conflicts which divide us, and join our efforts to
fight together against the dangers
of war, nuclear disaster, hunger,
terrorism,
environmental
degradation, etc.
But is there a grand desipn behind
current develoDments in the USSR?
Are
seeing a spontaneous disintegration. or is it a well-nlanned,
orchestrated. staged charade--Russian theater at its best? We have
already pointed out that it was the
most stupid attempt at deceiving
we have ever witnessed and the entire thing was so silly it pains us to
believe any of you were sucked in.
We will examine the MarxistLeninist proclivities of Gorbachev,
Yeltsin
Shevardnadze--all
and
“reformer/liberals” and all Communists to the core. We will analyze the coup/countercoup and why
it was a phoney--another twist in
the long-term strategic deception
script which began running in and
around 198 1.
Let us see how the Soviets use
disinformation to confuse and manipulate the West. We will explore why the Soviet Empire is not
collapsing but being restructured
and reorganized within the communist framework (which is NOT
communist at all and never was
communistic) and the KGB is NOT
being abolished, but simply renamed and reorganized to improve
its efficiency; and how the New
Soviet Federation will actually be a
giant increase in the size, scope
and influence of the USSR--AN
*
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Let us also consider the ominous
military
ongoing
Soviet
BUILDUP--in spite of all the
apparent changes which are said to
be taking place.

I am much as Donald; you have
now been warned about that which
we will outlay and “remind” you of
in information you have already
experienced and yet, allow to slip
by again and again. If you continue reading--you HAVE been
warned!
MASTERS OF DECEPTION
Sun Tsu, 500 B.C.:
”

.

Machiavelli.
INTRODUCTION
You live in a day of deception,
confusion, danger and a blinding
acceleration of global events. You
are told that communism is dead,
the cold war is over, the Soviet
Empire is in its terminal stage, and
that a new era of peace, unity and
brotherhood--a New World Order-is dawning. Quite the opposite is
actually taking place, but not one
out of ten thousand people in the
West understands the Machiavellian ‘strategy of deception which is
unfolding before you.

#lO

~

The Communist Party of
the Soviet Union is NOT being
abolished--it
is
quite
simply
changing its name to something
which will sound like “democracy”--(The Social Democratic Party
was its original name under
Lenin).
It is reorganizing, restructuring, purging (cutting) large
chunks of bureaucratic deadwood
from its structure (hundreds of
thousands of bureaucrats, perhaps
even millions)--and the slashing
and extermination is well under
way at this time. They are moving
back to the Marxist-Leninist foundations. The KGB is NOT being
abolished--it is being renamed,
streamlined and reorganized as has
already happened all those six
times since 1917 and the revolution
which you financed. The Soviet
military is NOT being dismantled-IT IS BEING

signed to elicit support from the
Soviet masses for Gorbachev; and
designed to cause a massive increase in U.S. (and other Western)
aid to the Soviet Union as well as a
rapid acceleration of American
(and Western) disarmament.

1985 -- ?? under Gorbachev.

Each of these periods of glasnost/peristroika involved the Sovito renounce Communism, moving toward Capitalism, Democracy, free elections,
In short,
free markets, etc.

SECRET STRATEGY
OF DECEPTION
Eleina
Bonner,
Sakharov):

(widow

and
of

and
and
”

McA. quotes a friend, General Sir
Walter Walker, former NATO
Commander-In-Chief, “Z7ie

The Soviet Empire is NOT totally
disintegrating--it
is being RESTRUCTURED into a loose-knit
federation (at present) or union
which is likely to retain most of
the old republics and eventually
absorb other countries not formerly
a portion of the Soviet Empire.

These periods of glasnost were the
Marxist-Leninist dialectic in action: two steps forward and one
back. During glasnost numbers 4,
5 and 6 the US and Western disarmament process accelerated. But
as former NATO Supreme Allied
Commander Bernard W. Rogers
said: ”
” And Vladamir
Lenin said:
”

STRATEGIC DECEPTION
SCRIPT FOR GLASNOST/PERESTROIKA

ago,

a
This new federation will
ultimately be expanded and held
together by Soviet military power
and the KGB.
The August coup was simply Soviet theater and not very well done
at that. This was a false coup designed to strengthen the position of
Gorbachev and Yeltsin and the
“reform wing” of the Communist
Party without letting the world see
it in actual brutal operation; de-

6.

”

PERIODS
OF
PERESTROIKA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GLASNOST/-

1921 - ‘29 under Lenin;
1936 - ‘37 under Stalin;
1941 - ‘45 under Stalin;
1956 - ‘59 under Krushchev;
1970 - ‘75 under Brezhnev,
and finally;
” ‘,
-5
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In 1981, Anatoly Golitsyn, a Major in the Soviet KGB, defected to
the West and wrote a book entitled
NEW LIES FOR OLD which was
published in 1984. In that book,
Golitsyn laid out the KGB script
for glasnost/perestroika #6, which
Gorbachev began to implement in
1985. This script would be the
most elaborate glasnost/perestroika
script of all and was designed to
take the Soviets to their goal of
world domination on, or before,
Yes, very definitely it IS confusing--for indeed,
the Zionists Plan 2000 is also present and it is ALL tied in with the
Ultimate Committee of 300 and the
Bankster Anti-Christ factions.
#lO

a
1981

ALLEGED SOVIET CONCESSIONS:
1. Yield “nominal” control of
Eastern Europe.
2. “Superficially”
encourage
democracy movements in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union.
3. Open the Iron Curtain/tear
down the Berlin Wall.
4. Allow reunification of East and
West Germany.
5. Declare communism dead, the
cold war over, and the Communist Parties of the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe either dead or irrelevant.
The pattern of deception the Soviets have used throughout Eastern
Europe and which is for the most
part being followed in the Soviet
Union today is:
1. Purge the old guard (hardline)
communist and bring in
lesser known communists
or communist collaborators--called
reformers.
(The KGB was in charge of
these purges.)
2. Change the name of the Communist Party while declaring communism in that
particular country to be
dead.
3. Give birth to new “democratic
organizations”
opposition
that are in reality controlled by closet communists and the KGB.
4. Hold so-called “free elections”
which are in reality manipulated and controlled by
the communists.
5. Announce the termination and
dismantling of the secret
police, while in actuality
reshuffling and reassigning

the operatives and keeping
the
organizations
very
much alive, but in a different form and with a different name (or names).
6. Use the present period of euphoria,
confusion
and
chaos in the West to infiltrate tens or hundreds of
thousands of secret communist agents into the
West.
This pattern has varied slightly
from country to country in Eastern
Europe. It has most closely been
followed in Romania and Poland.
In the former, the Communists replaced the old Communist Party
with the New Salvation Front; they
replaced hardliner Ceausescu with
the old number three communist (a
relative) Ion Illiescu; they renamed
and reshuffled the secret police (the
Securitate) but kept 95% of its
50,000 members intact.
In Poland, they renamed the Communist Party from the Polish
United Workers Party to the innocuous sounding Social Democratic Party. Solidarity was in all
likelihood started by the Soviets in
or about 1980--it has over a million Communist Party members in
it. Sixty-five percent of the members of the Polish Parliament are
Communists (which is the approximate number of Zionist Khazars [“Jewish” controlled members
of your Congress in the U.S.] totally controlling the voting of the
Congress) because of a deal Walesa
cut with the Communists in 1989.
Lech Walesa, the Polish President
and leader of Solidarity, widely
believed by Polish exiles in America to have been a communist collaborator since 1980, is very
friendly to Gorbachev and the Soviets in case you had not noticed.
Fifty-thousand Soviet troops remain on Polish soil. (Some Polish
exiles in America believe that
number could be over 300,000.)
In Czechoslovakia and East Germany, the secret police were
moved under the command strucVol.
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ture of the Soviet KGB and continue to operate there covertly.
The pattern is the same in
Nicaragua where the Chamorro <
government is simply a Sandinista
front. The Communist Sandinistas
continue to control the army, the
secret police and the educational
system, and continue to assassinate
anti-Communist
former
Contra
leaders. Violetta Chamorra (a former Sandinista herself) continues
to function there as only a figurehead president--with the real power
in “non-communist,
democratic
Nicaragua” held bv the Commur&&, led by Daniel and Humberto
Ortega.
It should be noted that the Communists are masters at creating and
controlling their own onnosition-to preclude legitimate opposition
from surfacing and coming to
power. A few examples of such
communist-created opposition includes the New Salvation Front
and Illiescu in Romania, Solidarity
and Walesa in Poland, Violetta
Chamorra in Nicaragua, and
and
Let us take a rest-break before returning to the Soviet script #6 as
described in 1981. Thank you.
,
Hatonn to stand-by. Salu.
g/29/91 #I
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SUNDAY
In the Light of God allow us to
commune and come to peace. The
myriads of fragments of truth,
contradictions and confusion flood
the consciousness until the brain
becomes weary--and thus the Elite
are allowed to “win”.
I am going ‘to allow you ones to
ponder th& “paper” situation as
long as you need to do so but we,
dear ones, are not going to stop
sending forth pertinent news-which is almost daily pouring in
great deluges over you. You ARE
#lO

IN the final times of confusion
wherein all the major players are
making their most heinous moves
for control, through whatever
means necessary to cause the other
to submit--you, however, America,
are a long ways in the rear of the
battle raging.
“I”, however, am
already about sick of this newspaper project at hand for already I
have to repeat something which
WILL be printed in the paper--but
you MUST have the input to
understand the outlay herein.
I, further, must apologize to G.G.
for I have allowed him to go attend
a hearing without giving him advance material to share with his
group--the apology comes from the
fact that we have MUCH to share
and simply no “time” to get it to
print.
The meetings here must
sometimes take priority, however.
We may have to make many
“changes” so, please, Readers, remain flexible for our efforts are to
get the most information to you in
the most timely fashion and already
we are remiss for I should have insisted this data be gotten to you before the week’s end (last).
BUSH’S “BUSHLIPS”
Your nation continues in the throes
of the most inconceivable time of
urgent attention for you remain on
the brink of destruction in several
ways. There is no brief and easy
lineup to just allow you to choose
priorities--it is as complicated as it
can get, as potentially disastrous as
it can get and at the moment about
all you can do is give attention and
if and when tensions yield a bit-get on to saving your Constitution
and bypassing these heinous beings
who have destroyed your nation.
COUP
We have written in detail showing
the fact that the Soviet Coup was
an outrageous bit of total farce. I
realize that you ones have only had
a few publications to attend for
Truth and, now, these fail you

also.
says, for
instance: “USSR IS DEAD, ECONOMIC
DEBATE
RAGING
FIERCELY”.
No, no and no!
The USSR is only restructuring
and is stronger than EVER! I will
point out some dastardly facts
which I hope you can understand
as they are unfolded unto your
eyes.
I have to back up to the “five”
phases of glasnost/perestroika prior
to this, the sixth. All of this is
being outlaid in segments in the
upcoming paper.
However, you
need to know that the thrust began
in dead intent following the Russian Revolution which you financed. Here is the intent of each
segment and it works every time
they try it on you good people.
The Soviets come forward and say
they are going to “change”,
“become democratized” and generally
turn
to
freedom
and
“Communism is dead”.
There
never
was
practicing
“Communism”,rso right off the top
you begin with the lie. At any
rate, every time they make these
so-called “concessions” you eat it
candy
while
your
UP like
government does the “Texas TwoStep” and “Cotton-eyed
Joe”
around the issue behind the
blindfold over YOUR eyes.

The pattern of deception the Soviets have used throughout Eastern
Europe and which is for the most
part being followed in the Soviet
Union today is:
1. Purge the Old Guard (hardline)
Communists and bring in lesser
known Communists or Communist
collaborators--called
“reformers”.
(The KGB was
in charge of these purges.)
2. Change the name of the Communist Party while declaring
Communism in that particular
country to be dead.
3. Give birth to new “democratic
opposition organizations” that
are in reality controlled by
closet Communists and the
KGB.
4. HOLD SO-CALLED “FREE
ELECTIONS’ WHICH ARE
IN
REALITY
MANIPULATED
AND
TOTALLY
CONTROLLED
BY THE
COMMUNISTS.
a

5.

Announce the termination and
dismantling
of the secret
while in
police,

The Soviets always present the
following ALLEGED concessions:
a
1. Yield “nominal” control of
Eastern Europe.
2. “Superficially”
encourage
Democracy movements in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union.
3. Open the Iron Curtain/tear
down the Berlin Wall (or some
other notable trophy).
4. Allow reunification of East and
West Germany, in this instance.
5. Declare Communism dead, the
Cold War over, and the Communist Parties of the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe either dead or irrelevant.
,I’
*
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a
6. Use the present period of euphoria, confusion and chaos in
the West to infiltrate tens or
hundreds of thousands of secret
Communist agents into the
West.
This pattern ‘varies slightly from
country to country but it is always
basically unchanged.
I am not going to give you total
details of what is afoot now--for I
haven’t time to adequately detail it.
#lO

However, keep in mind that which
I have given you for the months
and months past and you will see
that I speak TRUTH.
It is the
most serious of times and your nation and your citizenry are at the
point of total annihilation.
I shall just outlay that which is
happening behind the lies the
Bushlips group feeds you.
Actual attempts to silence me have
been poured one on top of another
this past week from sending in a
Robotoid person to distract and
confound to interfering with the
entire electrical system in specific
targeted areas as ones came within
the shield to interact with this very
group. All the “clues” were present and still my own people allowed it to take place. I do not
thrust discipline, I simply must
point out how subtle and hard to
detect, it is. Further, when the adversary has intent, you are bypassed in the planning and there
ends up no way to conveniently
shut down entry or visitation.

The plans of the past week for the
San Andreas “fault line” and possible first strike against the Soviet
Union pales in comparison to that
which is pulled forth with which to
now deal.
You tried to blow away the Soviet
Union and you really made them
angry. We stopped “them” from
blowing away New York.
You
also planned to trigger your own
fault system to facilitate a banker’s
takeover.
Well, you still need
something right away to handle the
“no budget” and now all this crippling information coming forth to
haunt the Elite--not to mention the
blackmail by the Soviets against
you-the-American people.
Now you think you have made a
clever move
the political front:
Bush offers to dismantle and destroy ALL little missiles and nu-

clear warheads---WHY
MIGHT
THAT BE?
Then he requires
more money for Stealth Bombers
and yet takes all strategic defense
systems OFF ALERT!
He then
tells all of you that the “war is
over” and “peace is the reason”.
No, it is that the Russians are
waiting to blow you off the map of
the planet and you can’t do a thing
about it. Worse, they can blow
you away with YOUR OWN
WEAPONS WHICH ARE THESE
SAME
WEAPONS
BUSH
WANTS TO NOW GET RID OF
Ah, how “Gorby” is
laughing at you nin-corn-poops.
Plus--THEY are going to get all
the money they want anyway!
PRANA TECHNOLOGY
I will not honor the deceivers and
half-truth tellers by labeling the
beams in point, herein, scalar. I
am speaking of the systems Tesla
had utilized which you didn’t accept and protect--and have ended
up perfected by the Soviets.

thank you! America has some of
this technology but you can’t get
the upper hand enough to begin to
compete with the Russians.
SOVIETS AND ISRAEL
That which you dared not see
would happen, has happened! You
must realize that Israel and the Soviets have been long-time co-planners of these new maneuvers upon
the planet. They have now a treaty
in place wherein they are in partnership with one another--while the
Zionists finish taking over your
Government through Congress and
Executive Orders. Mr. Bush blundered and now he will surely pay.
He is marked for assassination and
is really in a very bad position.
His little rat-fink “advisers” are
prattling--Sununu, Scowcroft, etc.,
while Kissinger lays the death
wreath about your government.

In one motion, with use of these
Prana (Life source) beams and
systems--every
nuclear
pulse
weapon you have can be detonated
simultaneously right where they sit
in their holders or bunkers.

Sununu says, “...this has been
most carefully planned and timed
so that the Soviets MUST respond
favorably” and, “we are sure Mr.
Gorbachev
and
Yeltsin
will
Yes,
respond most favorably.”
they likely will as soon as you do
your duty and give them all
including your ‘I...masses huddled
and wanting to be free”.

These beams can pass through any
substance for they are of the substance of all things--Life substance.
They are of frequencies which
trigger the devices and/or pass
through any substance and kill all
living matter in the target zone and
leave
infrastructure
and
all
superstructures for use
radioactivity. These detonations can
come from stable bases offshore,
as far distant as Russia herself, Europe, Asia, Cosmospheres in your
Atmosphere or the Moon.
You
name it, they have it there. You
have no known shielding from
these frequency blasts--but WE do
and we can’t share them until you
are less hostile. You fully plan to
hit us with every evil toy you have
the minute we materialize.
No

Into this unHoly coalition of Soviet-Israel participants moves Japan
who is also “ticked off” at you-thepeople and CAN throw great cogs
in the banking/business
wheels.
This is WHY something about the
economy must come soon. It is a
bit out of sequence because of the
drug king-pin involvement with the
banks and the massive payoffs in
gold; the price of gold was intended to push on up to $l-$5
It has to go to
thousand/oz.
$8OO/oz because as soon as Mandela is giveh his seat in the overall
of
Africa--it
is
Government
planned to push gold to $80010~
and then collapse the entire economy. That will coincide with massive deaths of the Blacks by war-then apparent peace until sleep is
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regained--and then, wham--gone!
This is planned and orchestrated
right out of the Royal King-Tuts of
“THE
300”
“Magic
and
Committee”.
NUCLEAR PAPERS AND
PLANS IN IRAO?
Perish the thought. How stupid-no secret nuclear plans for installations on those papers EXCEPT
for the full, and/or partial, listing
of participants depending upon
which country is involved with
Iraq. By this I mean that the papers confiscated by the investigating teams show THE CORPORATIONS, INDUSTRIES AND NATIONS
FULLY
INVOLVED
WITH GIVING ASSISTANCE
AND COMPONENTS TO IRAQ
TO
BUILD
NUCLEAR
WEAPONS, ETC. AT THE TOP
OF THAT LISTING IS THE
GOOD OLD U.S. OF A. Now
what? What are your “big boys”
going to do about this can of
worms? You have “October Surprise” and you still have TODAY
“arms for hostages” taking place
right in the same places in
Lebanon, etc. Israel gets “arms”
and releases a few more Arabs and
the Arabs get more arms and release “maybe” (according to size of
“gift” and blackmail use) a hostage
or two.
My goodness, chelas,
Armageddon looks very close this
day. There is no way to keep up
with the “bouncing ball” or “shell
game”.
HEAVY METAL SATANIC
“ROCK”
What is being given to the fine
youth of Russia who ‘I...stood
strongly and finely against the
coup”?
A heavy metal “rock”
group concert of five of the most
deadly Satanic groups in the world-AND
IT
PULLED
OVER
500,000 IN MOSCOW ALONE!
The swarming, writhing masses all
held hands high in Satanic salute
and were ready to, as they put it
succinctly: “. . .Kill! Kill! Kill!”

May God have mercy!
FOR YOU WHO HAVE
“SEEN” US
There are being reported sightings
of us in the local area--yes indeed,
for you have been pierced by the
adversary who sent ones right
within your veil and into your very
offices. You had better believe,
we have sat on Dharma’s very
rooftop and it is unfortunate that
we had to be seen but mandatory to
take the precautions for both the
navigation/communication
center
and my people.
You will find bits and pieces of
your electrical systems which still
will not work--do not take these
things lightly--we even had to disconnect Al’s car system. And Ed,
do not believe for a minute that
wheels almost fall off by accident!
You ones are going to pay attention or one or two of you are going
to get badly hurt for a large number of you are &ill simply “playing
games”
and
don’t
actually
“believe”. I don’t care whether or
not you “believe” but I am irritated
to have the enemy come within. I
won’t label ones but you had best
take note.
PETITIONS

TO HATONN

You who write to Hatonn for input, tattling and whatever reasons
which seem to find it necessary to
place those messages through
Dharma for impact--I suggest you
had best look again at intent. For
instance A.F.--what was your intent in the message of yesterday?
It could not be that which you state
for you have also “borrowed”
much software. There is other intent and you had best look at what
it might be and why you would
choose to take the issue through
ones within the group instead of directly to me. You have not yet decided whether or not you believe in
my presence, no matter that which
you “think”. Further, your intent
is not to solely serve
God and the
*
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WORD but rather “self’ first and
then if there is “time”--a little for
God. You knew how it was here
in this place regarding this very issue you raise and I intend to make
no comment on the issue at hand
for I am not of the Publishing Co.,
nor do I RUN those things. If you
have “bones to pick” regarding
earthly matters of business, take it
up with the ones involved--for your
intent, even if you do not realize
same, is to cause trouble by going
around and over the heads of the
ones involved in the issue. Therefore, I shall not cause “Dharma” to
give response--all of you can come
directly to me and get response
through direct means and not cause
her this painful grief for she already works 48 hours a day. You,
on the other hand, cannot seem to
even find my meetings worthy of
your on-time attention. That, sir,
is a clue to intent or lack thereof.
I asked you to think most carefully
prior to making this move and you
chose to do so anyway--do not now
ask me to take up these piddling
details which must be worked out
BY MAN and distract us from our
work at hand. I am not interested
in your computer programs--I am
interested in getting the WORD out
on THIS computer. It was working prior to your input and it is
difficult for your brotherys to understand why you have the right to
disrupt the mechanism. So be it. I
leave it to you to take it to proper
source and I, sir, am not that
source--ponder it.
NOW TO THE
HEALTH-CARE CENTER
I recognize that ones make moves
which are often untimely.,as to sequence . I was not consulted regarding the matter of tending
and/or beginuing care placement
prior to having facilities available.
I cannot help in decision making-funds are not available for the
freedom of my telling ones to
“make it work”, nor should I.
What happens is that Oberli,
Dharma, etc., become responsible,
#lO

or feel so, for everything brought
to Hatonn via their input for obviously ones await response FROM
Hatonn via this return route. They
are caught in the middle and feel
they should be doing “something”-they cannot, and I won’t allow of it
to pressure their every waking
moment.
You ones claim to be
“asking God” for directions--then
get silent, listen and hear the response from the one petitioned. I
AM NOT A SUPER-HUMAN IN
THIS CAPACITY OF MESSENGER AND I DO NOT PRETEND
TO BE PERSONAL GURU TO
ALL NOR ANY. MY COMMISSION IS TO BRING THE WORD-AMONG OTHER TASKS--AND
THAT IS MY FOCUS.
THAT,
AND KEEPING YOU ALIVE
LONG ENOUGH TO CONSIDER
OTHER ALTERNATIVES
OF
ACTION. Please, my intent is not
to be harsh nor distant to any but
these things could be discussed
when I AM present--not when it
requires this precious time to attend private messages.
THIS,
DEAR ONES, IS EXACTLY
WHY WE HAVE NO ORGANIZED
This, further, is
why we say over and over again
and then again-- “You must be selfsufficient
if you come
to work with us”. These ones are
exhausted in efforting to find
where-with-all for ALL.
-l-hey
spend so much time efforting to attend ALL that our work goes into
“waiting’‘--please, I ask you, attend
these things for the human-physical
is at work herein and I cannot allow it to distract my workers in
If you have come to
Truth.
“play”, I can only ask you to go
play elsewhere! So be it.

SEE.
WESTERN RETURN
CONCESSIONS FOR SOVIET
SO-CALLED CONCESSIONS
1. America and the West were to
assume the USSR’s $40-50+ +
BILLION A YEAR financial
burden of Eastern Europe.
2. Reunified Germany would become neutral and tilt economically toward the Soviet Union.
3. American troops would be
pulled out of Western Europe.
4. Western Europe would move
to neutrality and NATO would
collapse. (But NATO alternate
centers would be established.)
5. America and the West would
massively bail out and finance
the basketcase Soviet economy
(for the sixth time since 1921).
6. Western and Eastern Europe
(including the USSR) would
merge into one economic bloc.
7. America and the West would
massively disarm in the “postCommunism/post-Cold
War
era”.
8. America
would discontinue
support for the anti-communist
resistance movements around
the world (e.g. Contras, Mujahideen, UNITA).
9. American troops would be
pulled out of South Korea and
the Philippines.

2. Soviet-backed guerrillas intensifying their efforts to overthrow
the governments of Sri Lanka,
Philippines, Uruguay, El Salvador,
(Soviet/Libyan
South Africa.
guerrillas just took over “Chad” in
Feb., 1991.)
3. Soviet espionage in America
and Europe has quadrupled since
the beginning of glasnost and the
Gorbachev reign with open integration into your law enforcement
groups and political groups.
4. Soviet military
might has
grown over 35% to 40% (and rising) since the beginning of glasnost
#6 and is growing so rapidly in all
major weapons categories that accurate accounting is impossible.
The massive numbers of military
missiles and equipment now stored
“behind” the Ural mountains is
mammoth--enough to tight an entire world war without any other
weapons. (These are not counted
in the treaties.)
5. The Soviet military and KGB
have been greatly strengthened under Gorbachev,
and hardliner
hawk/Marxist-Leninists have been
moved into all key positions &Y

90%.

“closet”
6. Communists
(or
Communists) have retained most
key positions in most Eastern European countries and Communist
armies and secret police (though
renamed) remain totally INTACT.

BACK TO THE SOVIETS
This understanding is the basis of
whether or not you survive so I
must go forth with other outlay
which was intended as writing for
the second edition of the paper but
must be shared at this sitting. I
will be as brief as possible but it
must be listed to allow you to

1. Massive arms shipments to
Angola, Cuba (and the structuring
of several very dangerous nuclear
plants in addition), Afghanistan,
the
Philippines,
Syria,
Iraq,
Mozambique, etc., totalling well
over $25-$30 BILLION
PER
YEAR which will be “financed” by
you and the “wondrous banks” at
your expense.

Evidence of this duplicity and deception, not to mention insincerity
of the Soviets, is massive even at
this moment:
10
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STRATEGY FOR
DOMINATION
The key element of present Soviet
#lO

~

global strategy is to dominate Europe (Eastern and Western) in what
the Soviets openly call “the common European home”. The Soviets have a Machiavellian strategy
for dominating all of Europe (and
not necessarily or exclusively by
military conquest) even as their
Empire “appears” to be crumbling.
This domination of Europe is a key
stepping stone to their long-term
strategy of world domination.
They have other ways of causing
you in the “new world” to toe the
mark they place in the sand.

nized, restructured Union of
Soviet Sovereign Republics.
5. A Soviet Union which is seen
to be “democratic” by the West
Europeans.
6. Soviet military dominance over
the entire region--from the Atlantic to the Urals (but as
amended by Gorbachev to be
“from the Atlantic to Vladivostok--the Pacific)“.
So how can these prerequisites
come to take place?
First, a European superstate, socialist in orientation, will be much,
much easier to integrate or merge
with a Soviet superstate, socialist
in orientation--but pretending to be
democratic, than merging or integrating dozens of truly independent
East and West European states.

a

1992_
a

12

There are six major prerequisites
for the Soviets to dominate an integrated
“common
European
home” :
1. A united Western Europe--a
fait accompli in 1992.
2. The exclusion of America militarily from NATO and from
Europe--subtle but definite.
3. Soviet domination of Eastern
Europe.
4. Soviet domination of reorga-

Then, the Soviets are maneuvering
and manipulating to get America
out of Europe militarily and economically--while coercing breaking
down of missile and defense systems simultaneously, at home in
the U.S. and abroad.
The INF
Treaty eliminated America’s intermediate range nuclear missiles and
now you are giving up your entire
arsenal while the Soviets take
supreme power over Earth and
Space.
The Conventional Forces in Europe TREATY and Operation
Desert Storm have maneuvered
America into a major withdrawal
of conventional ground forces,
men, tanks, planes, material and
other toys of war.
The US is
presently pulling out of, or closing, 79 military bases in Western
Europe and many domestic ones
which are being converted into
detainment centers for people who
do not like the “above plan”. Why
do they tell you they are doing
these things?
Because of the
“alleged” death of Communism,
end of the cold war, and collapse
of the Soviet Empire, Bush and the
American establishment plan to
pull the American
military almost
.
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completely out of Europe over the
next few years.
In the meantime the Soviets are
weakening America’s commitment
to NATO by signing a series of
treaties with Germany, France,
Italy, Greece and Spain (six in
“open” count) which compromise
those countries’ commitment to
NATO in a crisis.
France has
agreed to represent Soviet interests
within the European Community,
GATT, the IMF, the World Bank
and NATO--and you will notice
THIS DAY that Mitterand is doing
a full-blown job of it. The Italian
Treaty even contradicts Italy’s own
commitments to NATO. The German Treaty committed Germany to
help keep the Baltic states within
the Soviet Union.
Ho Hummmmmm! Of course there is another
role for poor old Germany--it is
rigged to appear once more, that
Germany is a terrible aggressor
and will get blamed again for that
which she does NOT do.
Please do not be foolish. The Soviets have never relinquished control of Eastern Europe and have no
intention of so-doing.
They still
have over 500,000 troops stationed
there and there are full-blown
Communists, or Communist collaborators, in all key positions in
Eastern Europe. The Cdmmunist
secret police and military organizations are still very much intact.
Furthermore, the Soviets have recently concluded a series of treaties
with the Eastern European countries that gives them a growing
foothold in those countries.
Next, to seduce Western Europe
into integrating into one East/West
European home, it must “convince
the Europeans that the USSR has
become democratic, and that the
new Soviet fheration, which has
been on the drawing boards for far
over a decade, is free, independent
and democratic as well.

#lO
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The Soviet military superiority
over Eastern and Western Europe
is
a
need not go into, again, where
YOU stand and how the plot worsens.
As surely as Europe was swallowed up by the Nazi Third Reich
in
combination
with
the
Ashke”nazi” Zionists (Khazars) in
the late 1930’s through subtlety,
deception, manipulation, disinformation, and finally overwhelming
military pressure, so the Europe of
the 1990’s is laying itself open to
being swallowed up totally by the
even more sophisticated and deceptive Russian Bear.
I have given you picture upon picture of the prophecies as they are
unfolding from the “blue turbans”
to this “Russian Bear” and the
connection and devastation which
will come via China. I know not
how to get your attention but your
time for action is all but over,
America, and you are the LAST
POSSIBLE PLACE OF ACTION
AGAINST THE TIDE OF DESTRUCTION.
Dharma, allow for a rest please.
Thank you. Hatonn to clear.
********
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